“Put a grain of boldness into everything you do”
— Baltasar Gracian, philosopher
Boldness rejects herd-mind. It rejects imitation. Because imitation is never the way to make your mark. Ever.

ZT innovates. It doesn’t imitate. From the materials we choose to the solid warranty that backs each blade, ZT always brings you the genuine article.

Standing solidly behind the genuine article is a whole factory-full of genuine dedication to making the very best ZTs we can make.

Whether it’s sleek and gentlemanly or big and beefy, each ZT is always built to give its owner more than expected. From premium materials to precision engineering, from meticulous machining to the hand craftsmanship of our very best assemblers, we strive to over-deliver, every time. So that you can have that feeling of satisfaction every time you open and use your ZT.

When you’re choosing your next pocketknife, choose authentic. Choose Zero Tolerance.
The 0470, from ZT and Dmitry Sinkevich, will proudly take its place in your collection. Not that the 0470 is a safe queen. Far from it. It’s a highly practical, easy-to-EDC design that handles a wide range of tasks and looks good doing it.

The blade is CPM 20CV high-chromium stainless steel. The handle is titanium with an eye-catching marbled carbon fiber insert, which ZT leaves with a matte finish for an intriguing and sophisticated look.

A titanium clip and a black anodized-aluminum backspacer complete the look of this refined pocketknife.
When we laser the name of the blade steel on your ZT, rest assured that that’s the steel your blade is made of. When we choose handle materials like titanium and carbon fiber, they’re real-deal premium materials, too.

For instance, you’ve been seeing a lot of carbon fiber from us lately. It’s strong, light, and offers a decidedly upscale look. In fact, ZT has introduced several new types of carbon fiber recently. Last year, we added a carbon fiber material that also has an understated weave of color. This year brings our newest carbon fiber yet. Instead of a formal “weave,” in our “marbled” carbon fiber, the fibers are dropped randomly onto the plate. Then resin is added to secure the fibers in place and produce a smooth surface. Materials like these are relatively new to the market, but the demands of knifemaking—such as clean, crisp machinability—mean that not all of them will work. We partnered with our suppliers to develop carbon fiber materials that are workable, strong, functional, beautiful—and very hard to imitate.

AUTHENTIC MATERIALS
“Confidence comes not from always being right but from not fearing to be wrong.”

— Peter T. McIntyre, artist
The 0640 is a new ZT/Ernest Emerson collaboration that provides both practicality and eye-catching style.

The clip-point blade is CPM 20CV high-chromium stainless steel. This powdered metallurgy tool steel has a high volume of vanadium carbides for exceptional wear resistance and a truly long-lasting edge. The highest level of chromium of any high-vanadium steel gives it excellent corrosion resistance as well.

The handle is titanium with a new green carbon fiber overlay on both sides of the handle. This fully manual knife opens one-handed with the Emerson thumb disk.
New from ZT and Tim Galyean, the 0022 is the most compact ZT ever. But this mini is mighty.

The 1.8 inch clip-point blade is ready, willing, and able to take on just about any task you ask of it. Deep finger grooves in the handle ensure you always have a secure grip.

For good looks and reduced weight, the 0022 has a carbon fiber front scale. The titanium trim ring around the pivot and the tube spacer have been anodized in a light blue that looks great against the carbon fiber.

This smaller knife almost disappears in your pocket, making it an exceptionally easy-to-carry option for EDC or back up.
Countless individual steps and exacting tasks must be accomplished before your new ZT takes its place in your pocket. From initial design to final inspection, building a production knife has a unique set of challenges. Once we have a new design, we must ensure it can be factory-produced effectively and efficiently. Our designers, engineers, and machinists refine the design, translating it into information our production machinery can use. CNC milling machines. Grinders. Screw machines. Laser-cutters. We need all these and more to precision-manufacture our made-in-the-USA ZT components. Next, the parts go to our assembly lines where only our most skilled, most experienced workers hand-assemble them. And all along the way, from parts to finished product, our quality control team stands watch to ensure that your ZT has the quality craftsmanship it, and you, deserve.
### 0460TI

**STEEL**
CPM 20CV, STONEWASHED & MACHINE SATIN FINISH

**HANDLE**
TITANIUM, STONEWASHED FINISH

- MANUAL OPENING WITH KVT BALL-BEARING SYSTEM, FLIPPER
- TITANIUM FRAME LOCK, HARDENED STEEL LOCKBAR INSERT
- SINGLE-POSITION POCKETCLIP, RIGHT, TIP-UP

The 0460Ti is a titanium-handled version of the popular 0460 from ZT and Dmitry Sinkevich.

The blade steel is CPM 20CV with a two-tone finish: stonewashed on the flats and satin on the grinds. The handle is titanium, machined to fit the hand for comfort and control, and stonewashed for a matte look.

A black anodized aluminum backspacer adds a handsome touch. A black Teflon®-coated pocketclip lets you carry this ZT comfortably every day.

**BOX 087171054124**

**0460TI**

**CLOSED LENGTH**
4.4 IN.

**WEIGHT**
2.9 OZ.

**OVERALL LENGTH**
7.5 IN.

**BLADE THICKNESS**
.121 IN.

**BLADE LENGTH**
3.25 IN.
**0460**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEEL</th>
<th>S35VN, STONEWASHED &amp; MACHINE SATIN FINISH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HANDLE</td>
<td>CARBON FIBER COMPOSITE FRONT; TITANIUM BACK, STONEWASHED FINISH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- MANUAL OPENING WITH KVT BALL-BEARING SYSTEM, FLIPPER
- TITANIUM FRAME LOCK, HARDENED STEEL LOCKBAR INSERT
- SINGLE POSITION POCKETCLIP, RIGHT, TIP-UP

The 0460 offers a little more handle curve, a little more carbon fiber, a little more Sinkevich.

Based on the Polychotky Jr., the 0460’s carbon-fiber-and-titanium handle has a pronounced ergonomic curve to fit into the hollow of the hand neatly. The front scale is carbon fiber with a bronze weave. For dimensionality and grip, we partially 3D machined the handle. The premium S35VN blade steel resists chipping and offers excellent wear resistance. For sharp looks, ZT gave the blade a two-tone finish: stonewashed on the flats and satin on the grinds.

**OVERALL LENGTH** 7.5 IN.

**BLADE LENGTH** 3.25 IN.

**WEIGHT** 2.3 OZ.

**CLOSED LENGTH** 4.4 IN.

**BLADE THICKNESS** .121 IN.
The 0450 and 0450CF, compact versions of an award-winning ZT-Dmitry Sinkevich design, are some of our most sought-after knives. They’re right for the office, outdoors—or wherever your adventures take you. Both feature premium materials and looks that will draw admiring glances whether you choose the steel-and-titanium version or the darker version with a DLC-coated blade and carbon fiber front scale. Whichever one is your choice, the 0450’s tube spacers offer a surprising touch of color—red for the 0450 and green for the 0450CF. Both have a sturdy titanium frame lock with a hardened steel lockbar insert and reversible pocketclip.

0450

- MANUAL OPENING WITH KVT BALL-BEARING SYSTEM, FLIPPER
- TITANIUM FRAME LOCK, HARDENED STEEL LOCKBAR INSERT
- REVERSIBLE POCKETCLIP, TIP-UP
- CUSTOM COLOR TUBE SPACERS
**0450**

STEEL: S35VN, STONEWASHED & MACHINE SATIN FINISH  
HANDLE: TITANIUM, STONEWASHED FINISH  

BLADE LENGTH: 3.25 IN.  
OVERALL LENGTH: 7.4 IN.  
CLOSED LENGTH: 4.1 IN.  
WEIGHT: 2.9 OZ.  

**0450CF**

STEEL: S35VN, DLC COATING  
HANDLE: CARBON FIBER FRONT, TITANIUM BACK, DLC COATING  

BLADE LENGTH: 3.25 IN.  
OVERALL LENGTH: 7.4 IN.  
CLOSED LENGTH: 4.1 IN.  
WEIGHT: 2.45 OZ.  

BLADE THICKNESS: .121 IN.
The popular 0460 now has a bigger, bolder brother.

This supersized version of the 0460 features an upswept blade of CPM 20CV for toughness and wear resistance and a colored carbon fiber front scale with titanium back.

And while the first thing that will catch your notice about this big knife is that sweeping blade and handle curve, we urge you to look closer.

ZT has added details to the interior of the 0462's handle that are just waiting to be discovered.

**0462**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEEL</th>
<th>CPM 20CV, STONEWASHED &amp; MACHINE SATIN FINISH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HANDLE</td>
<td>CARBON FIBER COMPOSITE FRONT; TITANIUM BACK, STONEWASHED FINISH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- MANUAL OPENING WITH KVT BALL-BEARING SYSTEM, FLIPPER
- TITANIUM FRAME LOCK, HARDENED STEEL LOCKBAR INSERT
- REVERSIBLE, TITANIUM CLIP, TIP-UP

**Box 087171052328**

**Zero Tolerance Knives**
Ztknives.com # goboldzt

**Box 087171052328**

**Overall Length**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BLADE LENGTH</th>
<th>3.7 IN.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OVERALL LENGTH</td>
<td>8.9 IN.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEIGHT</td>
<td>3.7 OZ.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLOSED LENGTH</td>
<td>5.25 IN.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLADE THICKNESS</td>
<td>.156 IN.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Here’s technology every bit as vital as your cellphone: your EDC knife. Open a package, section an apple, solve a coworker’s cardboard box problem, and look badass doing it with the 0452CF designed by Dmitry Sinkevich. The tech here is the advanced-formula steel and our KVT opening system. The powdered steel is extremely fine-grained so it can be sharpened to a razor edge. Added niobium and nitrogen help it resist chipping. Caged ball bearings in the KVT system make the knife smooth and easy to open.
The 0456 looks refined enough for the office, but also has all the tough, versatile cutting power you’ll need when life takes you elsewhere. Based on Dmitry Sinkevich’s custom knife The Pole, the ZT 0456 has the blade shape and rayed handle contours of the original. The CPM 20CV blade has a handsome two-tone finish. The 0456 also features a good looking aluminum backspacer, pocketclip, and pivot hardware—all in brilliant blue.
What we own doesn’t define us. We define what we own. Zero Tolerance builds the knives to meet your definition. Like the 0770CF, with its carbon fiber handle, the 0770CF is an impressively handsome EDC. It offers the style and performance of the original award-winning 0777, but in a streamlined version. The blade is S35VN powdered metallurgy steel for a razor edge and excellent edge retention. A decorative pivot adds the finishing touch.
The Zero Tolerance 0095BW is sleek and boldly beast-like. This ZT is a solid handful of contoured titanium and S35VN stainless steel. The harpoon-style blade offers an ultra-sharp edge that lasts a long time and resists chipping. Both the blade and titanium handle have our BlackWash finish to protect and hide scratches. KVT makes this beast of a knife open as smooth as butter.
AUTHENTIC DESIGN

ZT collaborates with some of the world’s most renowned custom knife designers. Yet our own in-house team is pretty outstanding, too. They’ve helped ZT win numerous awards, designing knives that went on to be not only award winners, but best sellers—which means that they’re winners in your book, too.
“It’s only by being bold that you get anywhere”
— Richard Branson, business leader
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEEL</th>
<th>CPM 20CV, WORKING FINISH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HANDLE</td>
<td>TITANIUM, WORKING FINISH; GLOW-IN-THE-DARK CARBON FIBER OVERLAY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- MANUAL OPENING WITH KVT BALL-BEARING SYSTEM, FLIPPER
- TITANIUM FRAME LOCK, HARDENED STEEL LOCKBAR INSERT
- ACCEPTS CUSTOM HINDERER HARDWARE
- REVERSIBLE POCKETCLIP, TIP-UP

For 2019, ZT introduces a new version of the 0393 with a hard-use “working” finish and a glow-in-the-dark carbon fiber handle overlay.

The 0393GLCF’s handle is titanium with Rick’s “working” finish—a no-nonsense finish that hides scuffs and scratches. By day, the contoured, carbon fiber overlay gives the 0393GLCF a touch of style. But by night, the 0393CF reveals another side of its character: glow-in-the-dark carbon fiber.

The 0393GLCF features a harpoon-style version of Rick Hinderer’s “spanto” blade in CPM 20CV. For fast and easy opening, the 0393GLCF’s blade moves smoothly out of the handle with the KVT ball-bearing system and a flipper.

**Specifications**

- **Blade Length**: 3.5 IN.
- **Blade Thickness**: .156 IN.
- **Closed Length**: 4.75 IN.
- **Overall Length**: 8.25 IN.
- **Weight**: 5 OZ.
The 0801TI, from ZT and Todd Rexford, features a 3D-machined titanium handle with a series of five cutouts on the front scale. Additional machining provides comfortable contours and a great grip.

The blade is an efficient drop point made of S35VN stainless steel with an attractive stonewashed finish. The sturdy titanium frame lock has a hardened steel lockbar insert. The 0801TI opens manually with ZT’s KVT opening system and a flipper.
The 0609 is a smaller, even more carry-ready version of the Factory Custom 0606CF from ZT, RJ Martin, and Matt Martin.

Like the original, it offers a clean, streamlined look with detailed handle machining. It also features RJ’s oversized, see-through pivot for visual interest—and smooth, easy KVT ball-bearing opening.

The 3.4-inch blade is CPM 20CV for enhanced toughness and resistance to edge chipping. The handle is light-yet-strong titanium anodized in an attractive bronze.
The 0562TI features Rick Hinderer’s exclusive Hinderer “slicer” grind. This flat-ground edge provides both slicing efficiency and a tough point.

CPM 20CV powdered steel offers high wear and corrosion resistance. Zero Tolerance sharpens it to a hair-popping edge that holds for a long time, even under hard use.

The knife opens with a flipper and our smooth KVT ball-bearing opening system. The handle is pure titanium with a handsome stonewashed finish. Machining on the inside of the front handle scales relieves weight and makes the 0562TI an easy EDC.

**STEEL**  
CPM 20CV, STONEWASHED & MACHINE SATIN FINISH

**HANDLE**  
TITANIUM, STONEWASHED FINISH

- MANUAL OPENING WITH KVT BALL-BEARING SYSTEM, FLIPPER
- TITANIUM FRAME LOCK, HARDENED STEEL LOCKBAR INSERT
- REVERSIBLE DEEP-CARRY POCKETCLIP, TIP-UP
0562CF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEEL</th>
<th>CPM 20CV, STONEWASHED &amp; MACHINE SATIN FINISH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HANDLE</td>
<td>CARBON FIBER FRONT; TITANIUM BACK, STONEWASHED FINISH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- MANUAL OPENING WITH KVT BALL-BEARING SYSTEM, FLIPPER
- TITANIUM FRAME LOCK, HARDENED STEEL LOCKBAR INSERT
- REVERSIBLE DEEP-CARRY POCKETCLIP, TIP-UP

The 0562CF features the same special Rick Hinderer flat-ground “slicer” grind for slicing efficiency and a tough point for piercing. But this ZT’s handle features a carbon fiber front scale and stonewashed titanium back.

The knife opens with a flipper and moves out of the handle on our smooth KVT ball-bearing opening system. A washer with caged ball bearings surrounds the pivot and makes opening the knife nearly frictionless; just pull back on the flipper and the 0562CF is ready for action.

CLOSED LENGTH 4.8 IN.
OVERALL LENGTH 8.3 IN.
WEIGHT 5.5 OZ.

BLADE THICKNESS .156 IN.
BLADE LENGTH 3.5 IN.
You don’t ask whether you should carry a pocketknife. You just decide which one. Like the 0566, a right-sized EDC. The blade is S35VN powdered steel. The stainless steel back handle features a frame lock with a lockbar stabilizer. ZT’s four-position deep-carry pocketclip enables you to carry it any way that suits you. That said, there are choices to be made: stonewashed or BlackWash™ blade? G10 or carbon fiber scale? So go ahead, choose your 0566. With bold choices, come great rewards.
**0566BW**

**Steel**: S35VN, BlackWash™ finish

**Handle**: G10 front, steel back, BlackWash™ finish

**Blade Length**: 3.25 IN.

**Overall Length**: 7.7 IN.

**Weight**: 5.4 OZ.

**Box**: 087171038124

---

**0566CF**

**Steel**: S35VN, Stonewashed finish

**Handle**: Carbon fiber front, steel back, Stonewashed finish

**Blade Length**: 3.25 IN.

**Overall Length**: 7.7 IN.

**Weight**: 5.3 OZ.

**Box**: 087171038148

---

**Blade Thickness**: .121 IN.

**Closed Length**: 4.5 IN.

**Blade Thickness**: .121 IN.
How many 0350s can a guy reasonably own? As many as it takes. This perfect knife comes in many variations because you asked for it. BlackWash™? Yes. Stonewashed blade? Yes. Serrated and plain edge? Yes and yes. Each 0350 features a razor-sharp blade of S30V stainless steel for extreme durability, corrosion resistance, and wear resistance. SpeedSafe® assisted opening and the 0350’s built-in flipper make it fast and easy to open—even one-handed, even in work gloves. Blade lock up is secure thanks to a sturdy locking liner. Carrying the 0350 is versatile, too. With ZT’s four-position pocketclip, you can carry tip-up, tip-down, left- or right-handed. It’s your 0350, your way, your choice.

• ASSISTED OPENING WITH SPEEDSAFE®, FLIPPER
• FOUR-POSITION POCKETCLIP
• LINER LOCK
0350
STEEL: S30V, TUNGSTEN DLC COATING
HANDLE: TEXTURED G10, MATTE BLACK

BLADE LENGTH 3.25 IN.
OVERALL LENGTH 7.6 IN.
WEIGHT 6.2 OZ.
CLOSED LENGTH 4.6 IN.
BLADE THICKNESS .121 IN.

0350ST
STEEL: S30V, TUNGSTEN DLC COATING
HANDLE: TEXTURED G10, MATTE BLACK

BLADE LENGTH 3.25 IN.
OVERALL LENGTH 7.6 IN.
WEIGHT 6.2 OZ.
CLOSED LENGTH 4.6 IN.
BLADE THICKNESS .121 IN.
0350TS

STEEL: S30V, TUNGSTEN DLC TIGER STRIPE FINISH
HANDLE: TEXTURED G10, MATTE BLACK

BOX 087171034034

BLADE LENGTH 3.25 IN.
OVERALL LENGTH 7.6 IN.
WEIGHT 6.2 OZ.
CLOSED LENGTH 4.6 IN.
BLADE THICKNESS 0.121 IN.

0350TSST

STEEL: S30V, TUNGSTEN DLC TIGER STRIPE FINISH
HANDLE: TEXTURED G10, MATTE BLACK

BOX 087171034041

BLADE LENGTH 3.25 IN.
OVERALL LENGTH 7.6 IN.
WEIGHT 6.2 OZ.
CLOSED LENGTH 4.6 IN.
BLADE THICKNESS 0.121 IN.
**0350BW**

**STEEL:** S30V, TUNGSTEN DLC BLACKWASH™ FINISH  
**HANDLE:** TEXTURED G10, MATTE BLACK  
**BOX:** 087171039763

**BLADE LENGTH:** 3.25 IN.  
**OVERALL LENGTH:** 7.6 IN.  
**WEIGHT:** 6.2 OZ.  
**CLOSED LENGTH:** 4.6 IN.  
**BLADE THICKNESS:** .121 IN.

**STEEL:** S30V, STONEWASHED FINISH  
**HANDLE:** TEXTURED G10, MATTE BLACK  
**BOX:** 087171034249  

**0350SW**

**BLADE LENGTH:** 3.25 IN.  
**OVERALL LENGTH:** 7.6 IN.  
**WEIGHT:** 6.2 OZ.  
**CLOSED LENGTH:** 4.6 IN.  
**BLADE THICKNESS:** .121 IN.
ZT SHIRT 1 - BLACK

S  SHIRTZT181S  087171053004
M  SHIRTZT181M  087171053011
L  SHIRTZT181L  087171053028
XL SHIRTZT181XL  087171053035
XXL SHIRTZT181XXL  087171053042

ZT SHIRT 2 - CHARCOAL

S  SHIRTZT182S  087171053059
M  SHIRTZT182M  087171053066
L  SHIRTZT182L  087171053073
XL SHIRTZT182XL  087171053080
XXL SHIRTZT182XXL  087171053097

ZT SHIRT 3 - TACTICAL

S  SHIRTZT183S  087171053103
M  SHIRTZT183M  087171053110
L  SHIRTZT183L  087171053127
XL SHIRTZT183XL  087171053134
XXL SHIRTZT183XXL  087171053141

GEAR

AVAILABLE WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

ZT SHIRT 2 - CHARCOAL

GEAR AVAILABLE WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

GEAR AVAILABLE WHILE SUPPLIES LAST
ZT LONG SLEEVE SHIRT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>SHIRTZT18S</td>
<td>087171053158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>SHIRTZT18M</td>
<td>087171053165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>SHIRTZT18L</td>
<td>087171053172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XL</td>
<td>SHIRTZT18XL</td>
<td>087171053189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXL</td>
<td>SHIRTZT18XXL</td>
<td>087171053196</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ZT ZIP-UP HOODIE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>HOODIEZT18S</td>
<td>087171053202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>HOODIEZT18M</td>
<td>087171053219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>HOODIEZT18L</td>
<td>087171053226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XL</td>
<td>HOODIEZT18XL</td>
<td>087171053233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXL</td>
<td>HOODIEZT18XXL</td>
<td>087171053240</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ZT WATER BOTTLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BOTTLEZT18</td>
<td>087171053325</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Stainless steel
- Double-wall insulated
- BPA-free, insulated lid
- 20 fl. oz. capacity
GEAR

AVAILABLE WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

**ZT KNIFE STORAGE BAG**

ZT997 087171040769

- ACCOMMODATES UP TO 18 FOLDING KNIVES
- MATERIAL: NYLON SIDING, NYLON STRAPS
- 8 POCKET REMOVABLE CENTER SECTION

**ZT SINGLE KNIFE POUCH**

ZT POUCH 087171046846

- HOLDS ANY ZT FOLDER (≤ 5.25”)
- ZIPPERED VINYL CASE
- FAUX SHEEPSKIN INTERIOR

**ZT CAP 2 - LIQUID METAL LOGO**

CAPZT182 087171053271

- ADJUSTABLE SLIDE BACK
- TWO SEWN EYELETS ON EACH SIDE
- NO TOP BUTTON

**ZT CAP 3 - CHARCOAL**

CAPZT183

- M/L CAPZT183ML 087171053288
- L/XL CAPZT183LXL 087171053264
- FLEXIBLE FIT

**ZT CAP 1 - TACTICAL**

CAPZT181 087171053257

- ADJUSTABLE VELECO® BACK
- UTILITY LOOPS
- NO TOP BUTTON

**ZT BEANIE**

BEANIEZT18 087171053295

- ACRYLIC KNIT WITH KNIT IN LOGO
- TWO-TONE: CHARCOAL OUTSIDE, GRAY INSIDE
GET AUTHENTIC ZT FROM 
AUTHORIZED ZT DEALERS

Want to be sure your Zero Tolerance is the real thing? Buy from our Authorized Dealers. Authorized Dealers are specially selected by ZT for their ability to professionally represent and sell our products. When you purchase from an Authorized Dealer, you can be sure of genuine ZT quality and service—and you can be sure your purchase is fully covered under our Limited Lifetime Warranty. Find an Authorized Dealer in your area on our website.
ZT SHOT GLASS 1.5 OZ.
SHOTGLASSZT 087171053318

ZT MIXOLOGY JIGGER 1 & 2 OZ.
JIGZT 087171053301
- DOUBLE-SIDED STAINLESS STEEL

ZT MUG 15 OZ.
ZTMUG16 087171045290
- SINGLE WALL CERAMIC MUG
- MATTE EXTERIOR, GLOSSY INTERIOR

ZT WINDOW CLING 6 IN. x 2 IN.
ZTCLING17 087171049250
- TRANSPARENT BACKGROUND
- SUNLIGHT-COLOR SAFE

ZT PVC VELCRO PATCH
ZTPATCH17 087171049236
- 3.25" x 1.125" PATCH
- VELCRO BACK

ZT LANYARD
ZTLANYARD 087171040493
- TWO-COLOR PARACORD
- CUSTOM ZT BEAD
**SINGLE KNIFE BLADE STAND**

**DISPLAYZTB14** 087171040516

- DURABLE ACRYLIC DESIGN
- HOLDS A SINGLE KNIFE BLADE

**SINGLE KNIFE STAND**

**DISPLAYZT114** 087171040523

- DURABLE ACRYLIC DESIGN
- HOLDS A SINGLE OPEN KNIFE

**TRIPLE KNIFE STAND**

**DISPLAYZT314** 087171040530

- DURABLE ACRYLIC DESIGN
- HOLDS THREE OPEN KNIVES

**ZT COUNTER MAT** 10 IN. × 15 IN.

**ZTMAT14** 087171040509

- 12 INCH PRINTED RULER
- FOAM BACKING

**ZT BANNER - SMALL** 2 FT. × 4 FT.

**BANNERZT2X4** 087171040547

- VINYL WITH GROMMETS
**ZT Steel Chart**

### Crucible CPM 20CV
This powdered metallurgy tool steel has a high volume of vanadium carbides for exceptional wear resistance and a long-lasting edge. The highest level of chromium of any high-vanadium steel gives it excellent corrosion resistance and polishability as well.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steel</th>
<th>CPM 20CV</th>
<th>CPM S30V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carbon</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>1.45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chromium</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manganese</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickel</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanadium</td>
<td>0.03%</td>
<td>0.03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tungsten</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molybdenum</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cobalt</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silicon</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfur</td>
<td>0.06%</td>
<td>0.06%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrogen</td>
<td>0.03%</td>
<td>0.03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphorus</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niobium</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRC</td>
<td>60–62</td>
<td>57–59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Crucible CPM S30V
All-around premium knife steel that takes and holds an edge extremely well; also extremely tough and wear resistant.

### Crucible CPM S35VN
A stainless steel that offers enhanced toughness over S30V without loss of wear resistance. In knife blades, S35VN resists edge chipping and provides excellent edge retention.

---

**We reserve the right to change materials without notice**
LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY

Zero Tolerance knives from Kai USA Ltd. carry a limited warranty for the lifetime of the original owner, except when stated otherwise. We guarantee our knives against manufacturing defects in material and construction and to perform as advertised when properly used and maintained. The Limited Lifetime Warranty is non-transferable and does not extend to normal signs of wear, rust, damage or breakage due to improper use, improper maintenance, accidents, loss, or theft. This warranty is void on products that have been modified in any way. Any product we determine to be defective will be repaired or replaced solely at our discretion. To receive warranty repair or replacement, the owner must send the product to be evaluated by Kai USA Warranty Services in our Tualatin, Oregon headquarters. In addition to the provisions of this warranty, the owner may also have other rights that can vary by state. No other warranties are implied or expressed other than what is specifically stated here. Kai USA Ltd. reserves the right to determine what constitutes normal wear, improper use/maintenance, and modification.

If you accidentally break your ZT folder’s blade, we can replace it for just $30, pending material availability. Blades that break due to a manufacturing defect will still be replaced under warranty, free of charge. Blades marked “XXXX” are factory seconds and are not eligible for replacement.

LIABILITY DISCLAIMER & WARNING

Zero Tolerance knives are intended and sold for legitimate everyday carrying, sporting, and professional purposes only. The purchase, use, and ownership of knives are subject to a wide variety of federal, state, and local laws and regulations. Always comply with all laws and regulations in effect in your area. Due to the complexity and constantly changing nature of these laws and regulations, it is the responsibility of the buyer to investigate and comply with the laws and regulations that apply in his or her specific area. You, and not Kai USA Ltd., are solely responsible for any claims resulting from violation of these laws and/or regulations.

Knives are extremely sharp tools and should only be used or handled with the utmost care and caution. Any use other than cutting (such as prying or twisting) is considered misuse and abuse—and will void your warranty. Zero Tolerance knives/Kai USA Ltd. is not responsible for any injuries resulting from misuse or abuse of the product.

Do not use any ZT knife as a throwing knife or a stabbing device. Throwing knives and knives developed for stabbing have a distinctly different design and function. ZT knives are not intended for throwing or stabbing; they are designed for cutting purposes only.

We reserve the right to change shipping terms, specifications, materials, discontinue products, adjust blade replacement price and availability at any time, without notice.